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LESSON 7
Where is it? The place 

(Locative) suffix

This lesson introduces the place suffix, also called the Locative suffix. 
The main use of this suffix is to tell where something is. It also has other 
uses, some of which are covered in this lesson.

Vocabulary

Garay Words

dhawun ground
wirri plate 
dhuwarr bread
birralii child
gundhilgaa town
milimili mud
dhalaa? where?*
dhalaa=nda? where are you(1)?

-Ga ‘place’ suffix (Locative)

*Remember that the English ‘where’ is translated dhalaa (where at) or 
dhalaagu (where to), depending on the context.
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Grammar
The place/Locative suffix is -Ga. For more information see the Dictionary, 
pp. 265–66, 340, or Giacon (2017). Be careful to use the Gamilaraay 
suffix forms. Many of the examples in the Dictionary are from Yuwaalaraay, 
which has slightly different forms.

As with -gu from the previous lesson, this suffix occurs on nouns and 
adjectives, but not on pronouns and demonstratives.

Gamilaraay, like many Aboriginal languages, uses suffixes (bits attached to 
the end of words) where English would use prepositions (‘pre-positions’ 
are words that generally go in front of other words, e.g. ‘in Canberra’, 
‘on Monday’, ‘for the baby’). The basic meaning of the -Ga suffix has to 
do with place. It has a wide range of translations into English: ‘in, on, at, 
near’ are just some of them. Gamilaraay has ways of making the meaning 
more exact if needed, but we will not be considering them now. When 
translating, use the English word that makes most sense in the context. 
So: ‘He stood near the tree.’ ‘The plate is on the table.’

The capital ‘G’ in -Ga shows that this part of the suffix can change, but it 
always has final a. The examples below show the form of the suffix after all 
seven letters found last in GY words: a(/aa), i(/ii), u(/uu), n, rr, l and y.

buruma-ga on/at/near … the dog
giidjaa-ga on/at/near … the ant/ants
muru-ga on/at/near … the nose
bundi-dha on/at/near … the bundi, the hitting stick
gunii-dha* on/at/near … the mother
gali-dha on/at/near … the water
garrangay-dha on/at/near … the duck/ducks
dhinawan-da on/at/near … the emu/emus
barran-da on/at/near … the boomerang/s
yarral-a on/at/near … the rocks/coins 
badjigal-a on/at/near … the bike
bandaarr-a on/at/near … the kangaroo 
man.ga-ga on/at/near … the table 
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yuruun-da on/at/near … the road 
wilbaarr-a on/at/near … the car/vehicle 

*Gunii-dha. Two GR versions of mother-Locative are found. One, 
guniidha, uses the normal form of the suffix. The other is Gunii-ngunda. 
The reason for the difference is not definite, but it seems likely that it is 
because, in the second version, gunii is being used like a name. In many 
Aboriginal languages the suffixes on names are different from those on 
other nouns, and on adjectives.

Word ends Suffix

a, u -ga
i, y* -dha
n -da
rr, l -a

*For now add -dha to y final words. In fact a few y-final words follow a 
different rule: drop the y and add -dha, e.g. yaraay ‘sun’, yaraa-dha ‘in the 
sun’ (Giacon, 2017, p. 31).

It is very likely there were other irregular locatives but they were not 
recorded, so revived GY will be more regular than traditional GY, 
it will have fewer irregular forms.

Minya? ‘what?’ has an irregular form of the suffix: Minya-dha? ‘on/near 
… what?’ 

Work out the Locative endings for the words below:

girrinil door
wiyayl pen
biibabiiba book
gaala mug
dhigaraa bird
dhuru snake
man.garr bag
dhinggaa meat
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bina ear
mil eye
mara hand
dhina foot
maliyaa friend
dhagaan brother
baawaa sister
birray boy
gundhi house

The suffix goes on the word that in English would have ‘in, on, near, …’ 
in front of it.

Girrinil-a 
Near the door.

Man.garr girrinil-a. 
The bag is near the door.

Girrinil-a man.garr?
Is the bag near the door?

Gundhi-dha nginda? Or Gundhidha=nda?
Are you(1) at home?

Man.garr-a ngay wiyayl wiimala.
Put the pen in my bag.

Dhalaa bubaa? Garrawala?
Where is dad? At the shop?

Minyadha nginda yananhi?
What did you walk on?

Noun + adjective

When you use and adjective and a noun, the suffix must go on both.

dhinggaa-ga gaba-ga
on the good meat
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Galidha gagila.
In/near the bad water.

Giwiirra gabaga.
Near the good man.

Yinggila burumaga.
On the tired dog.

Ngamila, giidjaa dhinggaaga gabaga.
Look, the ant is on the good meat.

Yaama nginda galidha warranhi gagila?
Did you stand in the bad water?

Dhinggaa gaba gundhidha?
Is there good meat in the house?

In GY the noun and adjective do not need to be adjacent.

Some other Aboriginal languages follow this pattern, while others, such 
as Pitjantjatjara, have the rules that the adjective follows immediately 
after the noun and only the last word in the group has the case marking.

Other examples

1(a). Man.gaga wiimala wiyayl!
table-on put-command pen
Put the pen on the table!

1(b). Garriya man.gaga wiimala wiyayl!
not table-on put-command pen
Do not put the pen on the table!

2. Dhalaa giidjaa?
where-at ant
Where is the ant?

3(a). Galidha garrangay.
water-on duck
The duck is on the water.
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3(b). Galidha garrangay?
water-on duck
(rising inflection makes this a question)
Is the duck on the water?

Note the change in emphasis shown by change in word order in the 
following.
3(c). Yaama galidha garrangay?

question water-on duck
Is the duck on the water?

3(d). Yaama garrangay galidha?
question water-on duck
Is the duck on the water?
Is it the duck that is on the water?

3(e). Gamil garrangay galidha?
not duck water-on
The duck is not on the water?
Is it not the duck that is on the water?

For a ‘flash’ answer to 3(c) you could say:
3(f ). Gamil, dhurubala galidha.

no, snake-but water-on
No, it’s a snake in the water.

Practice

Touch various objects, say their name, and then add the place/Locative 
suffix.

Bina, binaga; mil, mila; man.garr, man.garra.
Ear, eye, bag.

Put your hand on objects, and describe the situation.

Muru-ga mara.
[My] hand is on my nose.

Man.ga-ga mara.
[My] hand is on the table.
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Note: The command verbs you have learnt that end in -la cannot be 
used for actions you do to yourself.

Wiyayl wiimala maraga. ‘Pen put hand-on’ can not mean ‘put the pen 
on your hand!’ It can only be referring to someone else’s hand. For 
more information, see ‘Middle verbs’ in Giacon (2017).

Put one object on another, and describe the situation.

Nguuga wiyayl. Wiyayl nguuga.
The pen is on the book.

In pairs: Tell your partner to put something somewhere.

Gaalaga gali wiimala.
Put the water in the cup.

Note: you can have these three words in any order. New information, or 
what is being emphasised, goes first. If there is no particular stress the verb 
will typically be last.

Ngarriya gulabanda.
Sit on the chair.

Barriyaydha warraya.
Stand near the window.

Ask ‘Where?’

A: Dhalaa Kim?
Where is Kim?

B: Gundhidha. Gundhidha=nha. Gundhigu yananhi.
(She’s) At home. She’s at home. She went home.

(Note that he/she need not be translated into Gamilaraay if it is clear who 
is being spoken about.)
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A: Dhalaa ngaya ngarriy?
Where will I sit?

B: Dhawunda. Dhawunda ngarriya.
On the ground. Sit on the ground.

A: Gaba. Dhawunda ngaya ngarriy. Dhawunda ngaya ngarrinyi.
Good. I will sit on the ground. I sat on the ground.

A: Barriyaydha warraya.
Stand near the window.

B: Barriyaygu ngaya yanay. (yilaa) Barriyaydha ngaya. or Giirr ngaya 
barriyaydha.
I will go to the window. (then) I am near the window.

Other questions

A, yalduul-a: ?Gundhidha nginda?
A, on the mobile: You at home?
B: Gamilbala, schoola ngaya. or Gamil, 

schoolabala ngaya.
No, I’m at school.

Pronunciation

We have covered a lot of the sounds, but you need to keep practising.

How are your nh, ng and rr?

Be especially careful of the difference in pronunciation of words that end 
in arr and aarr. With arr the stress will not be on arr: yinarr, whereas 
stress is on aarr: bandaarr. Take care also to stress long vowels followed 
by a suffix: maliyaa-ga ‘near, with a friend’.

You can also start focusing on the sentence pattern. There is a big 
difference between the way English and Gamilaraay stress words when 
they are put together. Listen to Arthur Dodd or Fred Reece on Gayarragi, 
Winangali and try to imitate them. Record yourself if you can and see 
how close you are to them.
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Extension

Other Locative suffixes, Locative case
In this lesson, we have considered the Locative suffix on what can be 
called ‘standard’ nouns and adjectives.

Pronouns do not use the Locative suffix, but have a Locative form that is 
better thought of as one word, rather than as a word + a suffix. Ngaya 
is  ‘I’ and the Locative form is nganunda, which will be considered in 
later lessons.

As mentioned earlier, there is a separate set of suffixes for use on proper 
nouns. Names – Jill, Jack, Chaquille, Canberra, etc. – are proper nouns. 
We will not use the proper noun forms in this course.

Winangala, garay guwaala, yawala. 
Listen, say and read.
You can read further examples for Lesson 7 and listen to them as the 
sound files are made.

Dhalaa Billy?
Where is Billy?

Giirr wilbaarra Billy. Wilbaarra. Wilbaarra=nha.
Billy is in the car/near the car. or Near/in the car. or He’s near/in the car.

Dhalaa gunii?
Where is mum?

Man.gaga gunii.
Mum is near the table.

Dhalaa Joe?
Where is Joe?
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Gamil wilbaarra Joe.
Joe is not near the car.

Yaama gundhidha Joe?
Is Joe in the house?

Gamil. Giirrbala garrawala Joe.
No. Joe is at the shops.

Garrawala Mary?
Is Mary at the shops?

Gamil, gundhidhabala Mary.
No, Mary is at home.

Yaama Susan gundhidha?
Is Susan at home?

Gamil. Schoolgubala Susan yananhi.
No. Susan went to school.

Schoola Susan?
Is Susan at school?

Giirr schoola Susan.
Susan is at school.

A: Dhalaa man.garr ngay?
Where is my bag?
Yaama gundhidha?
Is it at home?

B: Yawu, gundhidha nhama.
Yes, it is at home.

A: Yaama=nha man.gaga?
Is it on the table?

B: Gamil, dhawundabala=nha.
No, it is on the ground.
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A: Dhalaa buruma? Yaama galidha?
Where is the dog? Is it near the water?

B: Giirr galigu buruma yananhi. Galidha nhama.
The dog went to the water. It is near the water.

A: Baawaa, gundhilgaaga bubaa?
Sis, is dad in town?

B: Yawu dhagaan, gundhilgaagu yananhi bubaa.
Yes bro, dad went to town.

A: Minya nhama man.gaga? Wirri nhama?
What is that on the table? Is it a plate?

B: Yawu, wirri nhama man.gaga.
Ngamila! Dhinggaa (nhama) wirridha.
Yes, there is a plate on the table.
Look, there is meat on the plate.

A: Billy, dhalaa nginda, dhalaanda?
Billy, where are you, where are you?

B: Nguwalay ngaya, Anna.
I am here, Anna.

A: Dhalaa Billy? Dhalaa nginda?
Where Billy, where are you?

B: Ngamila, gundhidha ngaya, Anna.
Look, I am in the house Anna.

A: Gaba, gundhigu ngaya yanay.
Good, I will go to the house.
Gundhidha ngaya ngarriy.
I will stay (sit) at the house.
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M: Joe, yananga dhagaan.gu, warraya dhagaanda.
Joe, go to your brother. Stand near your brother.

J: Gamil gunii, gamil ngaya yanay dhagaan.gu.
No mum, I won’t go to my brother.
Gamil ngaya warray dhagaanda.
I won’t stand near my brother.

I now suspect that traditional GY would have used the proper name 
suffixes here, because ‘brother’ and ‘mum’ refer to specific people. They 
are like names, words you would use to address someone. The sentences 
would then be:

M: Joe, yananga dhagaan-ngunda, warraya Dhagaanngunda.
J: Gamil Guniidhi, gamil ngaya yanay Dhagaanngunda.

Gamil ngaya warray Dhagaanngunda.

X: Dhalaagu birralii yananhi?
Where did the kid go?

X: Yaama guniigu yananhi?
Did it go to its mother?

Y: Gamil guniigu yananhi.
Giirr milimilidha nhama birralii.
Milimilidha ngarrinyi.
Birralii, bubaagu yananga.
It did not go to mum.
That kid is in the mud.
It sat in the mud.
Kid, go to your father.







This text is taken from Wiidhaa: An Introduction to Gamilaraay, 
by John Giacon, published 2020 by ANU Press, The Australian 

National University, Canberra, Australia.




